3. Edison did not apply for a U.S. patent until 13 March 1876 (U.S.
Pat. 180,857). He had filed a caveat on 27 September 1875 (Doc. 633)
and applied for provisional protection in Britain on 29 October (Brit.
Pat. 3,762 [1875]).
4. On 10 April 1876 Charles Batchelor wrote Charles Edison to inform him that Edison did not wish to renew the contract. Lbk. 2:74
(TAEM 28:409).

-637Agreement with Charles
Batchelor and James
Adams

NEWARK, N.J., Oct 2nd
It is understood that Thos A Edison Receives 6.13, Laboratory 1.15, Batchelor 2.45, Jas Adams .27.c on each $10
made on Autographic Press.
T. A. Edison
Chas. Batchelor
Jas. Adams
DS, NjWOE, DF (TAEM 13:268). Written by Edison; letterhead of T.
A. Edison. a"NEWARK, N.J.," preprinted.

-638Draft Caveat:
Autographic Printing

Newark Oct 3rd 1875*
Autographic Press. Caveat No 22a
The object of this invention is to effect the multiplication
of written characters.
The invention consists in various devices for perforating or
puncturing paper whereby the multiplication of copies is
brought about
It further consists in devices for applying <the ink effecting
the impression, and formulas for making ink
In a previous caveat3 I have described various devices for
puncturing the paper to [ ]b suit different wants and inc this
caveat I shall describe various modifications many of which
are undergoing experimental tests with a view of adopting the
most practical & economical devices for use
In figure i is shewn a perforating pen the perforating
needle being vibrated by a small electromagnetic engine
placed upon the top of the hollow tube the action of which has
4
been described in my Caveat No
Fig. i.

The modification consists in adding an extra tube or solid
rod A so as to enable the writer to hold the pen in the usual
October-December 1875
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